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At Worthington Hills Elementary , we are committed to nurturing students academically, socially, and emotionally 
to support their ongoing growth and success.  Our school team is working to support the following district goal for 
continuous improvement:  By June, 2018, Building leaders and teachers will use the 5-Step Process to develop, 
measure, and analyze effective instructional practices in order to reduce student sub-group achievement gaps 
by 50%, while increasing the quality of instruction for all students across all settings.  The following action steps 
support this work: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Literacy Goal #1:  Students will demonstrate reading comprehension knowledge by using textual 

evidence from informational text to effectively construct argumentative writing 

1. 100 % of K – 6 staff will implement research-based reading comprehension strategies 
through leveled informational text (metacognition, schema, inferring, questioning, determining 
importance, visualizing, synthesizing) to assist students with using textual evidence to 
effectively construct argumentative writing. 
 

2. 100 % of K – 6 staff will implement guided reading on a daily basis to incorporate systems of 
strategic actions for processing written texts.  Specifically thinking about the text, beyond the 
text, and about the text. 

 
 

Mathematics Goal #2:  Students will demonstrate math modeling and reasoning knowledge by 

making their thinking visible through written expression. 

1. 80% of staff in Grades 3-6 will model with mathematics and incorporate various DOK levels 
at least once a week through a rich problem demonstrating how to construct viable 
arguments and make their thinking visible through modeling and reasoning.  

 

Climate/Culture Goal #3:  Staff and students will be able to identify and explain culturally-

responsive practices directly in relation to the virtues in our Hawkeye Way that support the 

PBIS culture. 

1. 100% of my staff will be able to identify and explain culturally-responsive practices and PBIS 

practices that apply to students. 

2. 75% of my staff will be able to identify and explain the characteristics of a Multi-Tiered 
System of Supports as compared to RTI/IAT. 

 

 


